Project name: Securing Garments Workers

Donor name: Global fund for Women (GFW)

Geographic Coverage (Name of District & Upazilla): Mirpur.

The main objectives of this project are -
1. Employers of RMG will be more aware about workers’ rights and employment after the primary dialogue.
2. Women workers will be able to take important decisions by taking the opportunity of life-based education and expressing their views. They will also be able to create a conducive working environment for them and speak out against the abuse and exploitation of women.

Major Program Focus:

- To provide socio-economic support to Ready-made Garments (RMG).
- Activate and reactivate Committees (Participatory committee, Safety committee, Entry harassment committee)
- Develop and print trainings curriculum
- Observe relevant International Days
- Organize training for RMG factories’ mid-level management on IPC, BLA, gender and VAW labor rights for workers’ leaders for mid-level factory management.
- Training on leadership, IPC, gender/VAW, labor rights for workers’ leaders for RMG workers.
- Workshop on gender and feminism for mid-level factory management.